Gautama Buddha, born in May, day, year

(shown after payment)

. We know
his correct birth date that leads to his death at 80 years old, matching every description about him. Gautama Buddha was indeed a super human (due to his uncommon planetary conjunction)
, a Holy being, a prince, a discover of true rebirth cycle of
God’s creation. He was born to bring enlightenment to the world. Strangely
enough, he had power after age 70 years old as people said about him. Buddha
had a lot more planetary conjunction than Jesus, this doesn’t mean Buddha
was smarter than Jesus. It depends on the conjunction division or gifts God
given to them before they came to earth. Buddha was very patient, rich in
possessions. He abandoned all of his possessions including wife and children
to seek the truth. God of creation and angels decided to communicate with
Buddha in October at his age 70 and thereafter. Buddha died at 80-years old,
due to chemical intoxication (He consumed pork fat after a lengthy dehydration due
to extremely long meditation in the woods). Superview sees Gautama Buddha and
Prophet Mohammed ascended to heaven right away after their death; or at least the angels gave them a huge welcome. The things about Buddhism that people get confused
are their noisy intensive prayer and the replica of Buddha image that Buddhist people
pray to, it seemed that they pray to rock and idle god, people say. This would be the
same for Jesus cross. Perhaps these items are reminding items for the believers, not
actual god or God.
If you are religious leader who like to know the truth, this is a

lifetime opportunity for you. You will get a nicer chart through purchase, with complete data about any religious leaders, or Pope, or any followers. Plus your three
questions answered of the same reading. We’ll tell you every stage of people life of
your choice.
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